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SSlON PERFORMANCE POTENTIAL OF REGENERAT VELY COOLED 

GAS-CORE NUCLEAR ROCKETS 

by Laurence H. Fishbach 

Lewis Research Center 

SUMMARY 

The performance of regeneratively cooled gas-core nuclear rockets is compared to 
that of solid-core nuclear rockets for four missions: a reusable lunar ferry; a "sling- 
shot, in which an orbiting rocket boosts payloads to various hyperbolic excess veloci- 
ties and then returns to orbit; and manned round trips to Mars  and to Jupiter. 

improvement for performing these missions, requiring only 50 to 75 percent of the ini- 
tial mass in Earth orbit needed by the solid-core rocket. In addition, high specific im- 
pulse, even with a corresponding increase in engine weight, seems desirable. 

The results indicate that gas-core nuclear rockets may offer a significant capability 

I NT RO D UCTlON 

The low specific impulse I of chemical rockets severely restricts mission capa- 
bility. For missions more difficult than lunar exploration and one-way probes to the 
planets, high impulsive-velocity requirements or AV's result in extremely large initial 
masses in Earth orbit. To embark on an ambitious program of space exploration it be- 
comes immediately apparent that higher specific impulses are necessary. 

Solid-core nuclear rockets (SCNR) develop relatively high thrusts at about twice the 
specific impulse of the best chemical rockets (825 sec as opposed to 400+ sec). Even 
this increase in I is inadequate for very energetic, very high payload missions. At 
the opposite end of the advanced-engine spectrum, electric rockets can develop extreme- 
ly high specific impulse. On the other hand, their very low thrust implies long propul- 
sion times and, in many cases, undesirably long mission times. 

which is midway between solid-core rockets and electric rockets in terms of both thrust 
and specific impulse. Gas-core nuclear rockets (GCNR) have been studied in the past 

SP 

SP 

This report investigates the performance of a device - the gas-core nuclear rocket - 



(refs. 1 to 5). References 1 and 2 developed relations between the design parameters of 
GCNR and its weight. References 3 to 5 estimated GCNR capabilities for some mis- 
sions, but these used off-optimum thrust levels and/or considered only near-Earth mis- 
sions. The present work investigates the GCNR performance potential on the basis of 
optimized thrust levels fo r  a more representative mission sample. Its purpose is to in- 
dicate whether (or under what circumstances) the GCNR engines as described in refer- 
ences 1 and 2 would lead to a sufficiently improved mission capability to warrant further, 
more detailed study. 

jected ihto the reactor core, where it vaporizes. Hydrogen after being circulated 
through the nozzle, moderator and pressure shell for cooling is injected into the core, 
heated by the fissioning uranium, and expelled through the nozzle to produce thrust. 
Since this cycle is "open" (i. e., the uranium is in direct contact with the hydrogen), 
some uranium will also be expelled through the nozzle. Specific impulses of the rocket 
are in the range 1000 to 3000 seconds, the upper limit being determined by the cooling 
capability of the incoming liquid hydrogen. Thus GCNR's might have at least seven 
times the I 

SP 

for this study. They were a reusable lunar ferry (from, and return to, low Earth orbit); 
a "slingshot, ? '  in which an orbiting rocket boosts payloads to various hyperbolic excess 
velocities and then returns to Earth orbit; and manned Mars  and Jupiter round trips. 
The criterion of merit in all cases is the initial mass of the space vehicle starting in 
Earth orbit. 

A regeneratively cooled GCNR is shown schematically in figure 1. Uranium is in- 

of chemical rockets and four times that of SCNR's. 
Four missions representing various degrees of energy requirements were chosen 

ANALYSIS 

Engine Mass Relations 

The mass of a gas-core nuclear rocket can be expressed as the sum of four compo- 
nent masses: moderator, pressure shell, turbopump, and nozzle. (All symbols are 
defined in the appendix. ) 

References 1 and 2 developed engine mass relations for the regeneratively cooled 
gas-core nuclear rocket. The relations were derived by assuming that the fraction of 
the core volume filled by uranium gas was a function of the hydrogen- to uranium-flow- 
rate ratio. More recent experiments (unpublished data by Robert Ragsdale, Lewis Re- 
search Center) have yielded data from which has arisen a better representation of this 
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function: 

0.0926 

where M and Mu a r e  the flow rates out of the nozzle for hydrogen and uranium, 

respectively; and V and Vc are the volume of uranium gas and the volume of :the 
core, respectively. The equations in references 1 and 2 were then rederived using this 
more accurate relation. 

The moderator is assumed to be 0.762 meter thick, s o  that the mass of the moder- 
ator can be determined from 

H2 
U 

1 

The pressure in the core is a function of critical mass, thrust level, specific im- 
pulse, flow-rate ratio, and engine diameter. 

P =  
0.277 X Mcr X (F XI ) 

SP X 
D3.277 

The temperature of the hydrogen in the core is given by 

1°11' 

.00483 1 T = 9 3 8 . 6 f  x ~ x " . )  0.1565 X 

.383 

(4 

(5 

This temperature is not used in the calculation of engine mass, but is of interest to the 
rocket designer. 

The thickness of the pressure shell t is a function of the pressure, diameter, and 
strength of the material I 

D + 1.524 
4a 

t = P X  

and the mass of the pressure shell is obtained from 
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NLps = [(D + 1.524 + 2t)3 - (D + 1. 524)3]pps 
6 

This mass increases with the pressure and, hence, with the specific impulse of the 
rocket. The pressure shell and the moderator are the two heaviest parts of the engine, 
so that engine mass increases with specific impulse. 

The hydrogen flow rate is determined from the thrust and specific impulse 

M =  F 
H2 I x g  

SP 

and the mass of the turbopump is determined from 

. MtP =48.07 X M  X (1.5 X P ) 2 / 3  

H2 
H2 P 

The mass of the nozzle is 

F Mn = 0.001739 X E X-  
P 

where E is the area ratio of the nozzle. 
Thus, all the terms necessary to determine the mass of the four components for 

equation (1) have been found. 
For all cases studied in this report, unless otherwise specified, the diameter of the 

engine is 3.66 meters, the critical mass is 48 kilograms, and the hydrogen- to uranium- 
flow-rate ratio is 100. The following constants were used: 

(1) Allowable stress in pressure shell, (T = 13 600 atm 
(2) Density of pressure shell material, p 

3 (3) Density of hydrogen, p 

(4) Area ratio of nozzle, E = 300 
(5) Density of moderator material, pmod = 1150 kg/m 

3 = 8000 kg/m 
PS 

= 72 kg/m 
H2 

3 

In adktion, the thrust level was optimized for all cases. 

Impulsive Velocity Requirements 

To account for  gravity losses for finite-burn-time rockets, the ratio of actual to 
ideal impulsive AV's was calculated as a function of acceleration level, parking orbit 
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eccentricity, and final hyperbolic excess velocity. These data were pretabulated into 
another computer code in the form of a table with interpolation. 

The ideal AV's were calculated for  the particular mission and then these correc- 
tion factors were used to correct the AV's to "actual" values. Since the thrust level 
was being optimized and hence the acceleration level changing, these correction factors 
varied while the optimization was progressing. 

The required hyperbolic excess velocities from which the ideal AV's can be calcu- 
lated are shown in table I. 

Vehicles and Mission Profiles 

Vehicle weight relations. - Vehicle weights were calculated by using the classic 
rocket equation. Propellant weight for each maneuver was calculated from 

The initial mass for the next maneuver w a s  then 

The final maneuver requires that the initial mass equal 

( ~ 0 ) ~  = ( ~ p ) ~  
max max 

+ Mpstr + ~ t s  + Mpay + Me 

Mts = 0.002 X F 

and, for solid-core nuclear rockets, 

(13) 

Me = 0.035 X F  



For Mars  and Jupiter missions, 

Mjettison = 136 100 kg 

For the lunar ferry and slingshot missions the payload is actually Mjettison for the 
second maneuver and the first maneuver, respectively. In addition, 50 000 kilograms of 
payload was returned to Earth orbit for each of these two missions. 

Luhar ferry. - There are four missions studied in this report. The first of these 
and its associated vehicle the lunar ferry, are shown in figure 2.  In this mission, the 
GCNR, which was in a parking orbit about Earth, follows a Hohmann transfer to deliver 
various amounts of payload into a lunar orbit. The vehicle then returns on a Hohmann 
transfer to Earth and into the initial parking orbit. There it would be refueled, pick up 
another payload, and depart for lunar orbit. The capability to deliver large payloads to 
the moon will be a necessity if and when lunar colonies are formed. 

This mission and its 
associated vehicle are shown in figure 3.  The vehicle is initially in an Earth parking 
orbit, then boosts out of orbit to a given V' and separates, with the payload continuing 
along the initial path. The gas-core rocket then retrofires, returning to low Earth orbit 
where an additional impulse places the vehicle back into a circular parking orbit. This 
mission is analogous to the reusable launch vehicle; the "slingshot" is ready to boost 
another payload as soon as it has been refueled. 

Manned interplanetary. - The third and fourth missions studied a r e  manned inter- 
planetary round trips to Mars  and Jupiter. These missions are shown in figure 4. For  
these missions it was  assumed that 136 100 kilograms of payload was  delivered into a 
0.9-eccentricity planetary parking ellipse with periapsis at 1.1 planet radii. Additional 
payload of 90 700 kilograms which includes the Earth reentry vehicle was  returned to 
Earth. Deceleration at Earth return was accomplished with atmospheric braking; no 
limit on entry velocity was set. 

Slingshot. - The second mission studied was the "slingshot. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSS 

Lunar Ferry Mission 

The previously chosen values of diameter (3.66 m), critical mass (48 kg), and 
hydrogen- to uranium-flow-rate ratio (100) were picked as being reasonable estimates. 
Using these values and a specific impulse of 2000 seconds and optimizing the thrust, a 
comparison between the performance of gas-core and solid-core nuclear rockets was 
made for the lunar ferry mission. This comparison is shown in figure 5. Two 825- 
second-1 solid-core rockets are indicated: a state-of-the-art, NERVA-11-type engine 
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and an optimistic SCNR (zero engine weight). The gas-core rocket requires less initial 
mass in Earth orbit to deliver a given payload; in fact, the payload ratio at a payload of 
500 000 kilograms to lunar orbit and the additional 50 000 kilograms back to Earth orbit 
approaches 50 percent. 

this nature. Presumably, the vehicle will be used many times, since it is functioning 
as a ferry. Thus, although for the first trip the entire initial mass must be boosted into 
orbit, for subsequent trips all that need be boosted would be the fuel for a round trip. 
The fuel requirements as a function of payload mass are shown in figure 6. The gas- 
core rocket performance is even more impressive when viewed in this manner since, 
for example, at a payload of 500 000 kilograms only 50 percent as much fuel as for the 
optimistic SCNR must be delivered to Earth orbit. On the basis of IMEO, the GCNR re- 
quired 75 percent as much mass. 

The effect of the four independent variables describing the gas-core rocket on the 
initial mass requirements for the 500 000-kilogram-payload ferry mission is shown in 
figures 7 and 8. 

crease of l l  percent in initial mass requirements (fig. 7). This is, of course, a result 
of lower propellant requirements at the higher impulse. The effect of diameter and of 
critical mass is shown in figure 8(a). The values of Mcr for these cases were supplied 
by Robert Ragsdale of the Lewis Research Center and a r e  indicated on the figure. In- 
creasing the diameter increases the initial mass required for the "best guess" and 
ftlow'' estimates of critical mass. This is largely a result of having to spread an es- 
sentially constant-thickness moderator over an increasing surface as diameter is in- 
creased, and thus increasing the engine mass. The curve representing "high" critical 
mass goes through a minimum in initial mass requirements. Although here also the 
moderator mass increases with diameter, another factor at times dominates. With a 
high fuel loading, as diameter of the engine decreases, the temperature and pressure 
r i se  so significantly in the core that the increase in pressure-shell mass dominates the 
decrease in moderator mass, and this results in the minimum. 

In figure 8(b), it is shown that initial mass is relatively insensitive to hydrogen- to 
uranium-flow-rate ratio. It increases slightly with flow-rate ratio since pressure-shell 
weight increases (recall eq. (4)); this penalty then must be compared with the benefits of 
lower uranium consumption for the mission. 

Initial mass in Earth orbit (IMEO) is only one criterion for evaluating a mission of 

Raising the specific impulse from 2000 seconds to 3000 seconds results in a de- 

S I i ngs hot M i ss ion 

The next mission studied was the slingshot (fig. 3) where 500 000 kilograms of pay- 
load mass was brought to various hyperbolic excess velocities by a gas-core rocket - 
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which then returned itself to low Earth orbit. The results of this study are shown in fig- 
ure  9. Initial mass in Earth orbit is seen to increase with increasing V, and to de- 
crease with increasing I Doubling the gas-core I from 1500 to 3000 seconds re- 
sults in savings of 20 percent at a V, of 0 to 30 percent at a V, of 5 kilometers per  
second. Indicated on this figure is the IMEO for a solid-core nuclear rocket. It is in- 
teresting to note that a V, of 5.5 kilometers per second, which is about the require- 
ment for a 300-day Mars  round trip, cannot be delivered by a single-stage solid-core 
rocket regardless of the IMEO, while it can be delivered by all the single-stage GCNR'S. 

SP' SP 

Man ned I nterpl anetary Missions 

Shown next in figure 10(a) are the results of the Mars  round-trip study. Both these 
results and those for Jupiter were calculated by assuming circular coplanar orbits, s o  
that the results represent the average expected performance regardless of synodic pe- 
riod. 

of I 
cases, the 3000-second-I 
second-I 

SP 
requires 430 days. At short trip times, such as 200 days, the 3000-second engine re- 
quires one-fifth of the mass of the 1500-second engine. Since trip time for manned 
round trip missions may well be a prime consideration, this time savings can be very 
important. In figure 10(b) it can be seen that the optimum thrust levels are in the range 
of 400 000 to 5 million newtons. It should be recalled that for a given thrust, engine 
weight increases with I 

SP' 
the final result is that the optimum engine weight increases with I 

In figure ll(a) are illustrated the results of the study of round trips to Jupiter. In 
reality, the data points shown are discrete and should not be connected by lines; that is, 
the trip can be done in 1020 days or  in 1420 days or  in 580 days but not at intermediate 
values of time. At these times, the planets are in opposition or in conjunction at mid- 
stay. The mission AV requirements between these times rise steeply. (For a further 
discussion of this rise in AV as opposed to a continuous curve for Mars  AV's the 
reader is referred to ref. 6. ) For the GCNR'S, since solutions are possible at each t r ip  
time for each of the specific impulses, higher impulse can only lower IMEO, not shorten 
trip time as for the Mars mission. They can, however, perform the mission faster (in 
580 days) than SCNR's since the SCNR becomes energy limited at that tr ip time. For the 
1420-day trip, the 3000-second-I GCNR requires only 15 percent as much IMEO as the 
825-second-I 

The IMEO is seen to decrease with increasing travel time and I 
can be shown first by noting that if the IMEO is fixed at 10 kilograms for all 

SP 

GCNR engine requires 360 days and the 825-second NERVA-II-type SCNR 

The importance 

GCNR engine can do the mission in 225 days while the 1500- 

6 

SP 

To compensate, the optimum thrust decreases; however, 
SP' 

SP 
SCNR and 60 percent as much IMEO as the 1500-second GCNR. 

SP 
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From figure l l (b)  it can be seen that the optimum thrust levels for  this mission are 
7 in the lo6- to 10 -newton range, or about twice that of the Mars mission. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It has been shown that the regeneratively cooled gas-core nuclear rocket (GCNR) 
appears to be significantly better than the solid-core, 825-second-specific-impulse (I ) 
nuclear rocket engine for the four missions studied herein. For the cases studied, 
savings of between 25 and 50 percent in the initial mass required in Earth orbit were ob- 
tained. Improvements occur even if the I of the GCNR has only a 1500-second spe- 

SP 
cific impulse. It was shown, however, that the really significant improvements occur 
as the I approaches 3000 seconds, the approximate upper limit for this type engine. 
This is true even though the engine weight is higher for a 3000- than for a 1500-second- 
I engine. A more reasonable engine of 2000-second I still gives fair-sized perfor- 
SP SP 

mance gains. The results imply that an I greater than 3000 seconds, even if accom- 
SP 

panied by a major increase in engine specific weight, would lead to even better mission 
performance, Future efforts should consider the feasibility of building a very high im- 
pulse GCNR and should evaluate the weight or  thrust penalties that are involved. 

SP 

SP 

Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 

Cleveland, Ohio, January 13, 1971, 
124-08. 
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X - SYMBOLS 

D 

ISP 

Me 

Mis 

Mj ettison 

Mmod 

Mn 

MP 

%aY 

MPS 

Mpstr 

MtP 

Mts 

MO 

M 

P 

outside diameter of core (i.d. 
of moderator), m 

thrust, N 

standard value of gravity, 
9.80665 m/sec2 

hydrogen- to uranium-flow- 
rate ratio 

specific impulse, sec 

critical mass in reactor, kg 

mass of engine, kg 

interstage structure mass, 
kg 

mass jettisoned, such as 
Mars  lander, kg 

moderator mass , kg 

nozzle mass, kg 

propellant mass, kg 

payload mass, kg 

pr  essure-shell mass, kg 

propellant - struc tur e mass , 
kg 

turbopump mass, kg 

thrust-structure mass, kg 

mass at beginning of maneu- 
ver, kg 

flow rate, kg/sec 

pressure, atm 

T temperature 

t thickness of pressure shell, 
m 

3 V volume, m 

Vm hyperbolic excess velocity, 
km/sec 

AV impulsive velocity increment, 
km/sec 

E 

P 

area ratio of nozzle, 300 

density of hydrogen, 
72 kg/m3 

rial, 1150 kg/m3 

density of pressure-shell 
material, 8000 kg/m3 

density of moderator mate- mod 

pPS 

0 allowable stress in pressure 
shell, 13 600 atm 
( 1 . 3 7 8 ~ 1 0 ~  N/m2) 

Subscripts : 

C core 

H2 hydrogen 

i ith maneuver 

'max 
U uranium 

last maneuver 
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TABLE I. - HYPERBOLIC VELOCITY 

Hyperbolic excess velocity, V,, km/sec 

Lunar f e r ry  
Slings hot 

Mars: 
200 days 
300 days 
400 days 
500 days 
600 days 

580 days 
1020 days 
1420 days 

Jupiter: 

, .  

Earth escape Arrival 

0 I 1.414 

1 

8.212 
5.223 
3.477 
2.615 
6.344 

vm 

19.23 28.95 
11.25 14.91 
9.207 18.52 

v i3.22 
col 

11.691 
8.710 
5.392 
2.510 
3.537 

Departure 

1.414 
------ 

20.224 
12.137 
6.705 
5.506 
6.055 

31.69 
14.91 
18.52 

3arth return 
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Figure 1. - Regeneratively cooled gas-core nuclear rocket. 
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Figure 2. - Lunar fer ry  mission. 
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Figure 3. - Slingshot mission. 
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c 

Y n  

c 

a. 
c al 
E 2  ' 

StateQf-the art, 
large SCNR 
(NERVA 11) -- I 0 1 2 3 4 5x105 

Payload mass, kg 

Figure 6. - Propellant requirements for l una r  
fer ry  mission. Gas-core rocket diameter, 
3.66 meters; cr i t ical  mass, 48 kilograms; 
hydrogen- to uranium-flow-rate ratio, 100. 

1 
1500 2000 2500 3000 

Specific impulse, Isp sec 

Figure 7. - Effect of specific impulse on l una r  fe r ry  mission. Gas- 
core nuclear rocket: diameter, 3.66 meters; cr i t ical  mass, 
48 kilograms; hydrogen- to uranium-flow-rate ratio, 100; payload, 
500 000 kilograms. 
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looxld 
P Nuclear rocket 

i 

\ 
20 C' 

1 I I 
(a) Initial mass in Earth orbit as function of tr ip time. 

(bl Thrust as function of trip time. 

Figure 10. -Manned round tr ip to Mars. Two-dimensional circular coplanar 
orbits; 1. I-Earth-radii circular parking orbit to 0.9-eccentricity parking 
orbit at Mars (periapsis at 1.1 Mars radii); stay time, 40 days. Gas-core 
nuclear rocket: diameter, 3.66 meters; critical mass, 48 kilograms; 
hydrogen- to uranium-flow-rate ratio, 100; payload, 136 100 kilograms 
to Mars and 90 700 kilograms more back to Earth. 
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\ Specific 
\ impulse, 
\ Isp1 
\ sec \ 

4325 

Nuclear rocket 
Gas-core 

-- NERVA II-type 
solid-core 

(a) Init ial mass in Earth orbit as function of t r ip time. 

Round-trip time, days 

(b) Thrust as function of t r ip time. 

Figure 11. - Manned round t r ip  to Jupiter. Two-dimensional circular coplanar 
orbits; 1.1-Earth-radii circular parking orbit to 0.9-eccentricity parking orbit 
at Jupiter (periapsis at 1.1 Jupiter radii); stay time, 100 days. Gas-core nuclear 
rocket: diameter, 3.66 meters; critical mass, 48 kilograms; hydrogen- to 
uranium-flow-rate ratio, 100; payload, 136 100 kilograms to Jupiter and 90 700 
kilograms more back to Earth. 
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